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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an school is that the sequence of death and life is orderly.    The

student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.
When host and guest meet they vie with one another in discussion.    At times , in response to some thing

they may manifest a form; at times they may act with their whole body; or they may, by picking up a tricky device
make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the half of the body; or they again they may ride upon a lion or
mount upon a lordly elephant.

A true student gives a shout, and to start with holds out a sticky lacquer tray.    The teacher, not discerning
that this is an objective circumstance, goes after it and performs a lot of antics with it.    The student again shouts
but still the teacher is unwilling to let go.    This is a disease of the vitals which no doctoring can cure: it is called
the guest examines the host.

Sometimes a teacher will proffer nothing but the instant a student asks a question robs him of it.    The stu -
dent having been robbed resists to the death, and will not let go: this is called ‘the host examines the guest.”

Sometimes a student comes forth before a teacher in conformity with a state of purity.    The teacher, dis -
cerning that this is an objective circumstance seizes it and flings it into a pit.    “What an excellent teacher!” Ex-
claims the student, and the teacher replies, ‘Bah!    You can’t tell good from bad!’    Thereupon the student makes a
deep bow:    this is called ‘ the host examines the host.’

Or again a student will appear before a teacher wearing a cangue and bound with chains.    The teacher
fastens on still more cangues and chains for him.    The student is so delighted that he can’t tell what is what;    this is
called ‘the guest examines the guest.’”

I’ve spoken a lot of things.    The state of the source, the state of the source is neither sub-
ject nor object, neither plus nor minus.    It is not one-sided towards the plus.    It is not one sided
towards the minus.    As I’ve pointed out it is the position of Buddhism that if we want to really
understand what we are and what this world is, then inevitably we are led to consider that all
things manifest having two activities, plus and minus as their content.    

So if we want to talk about a state of being saved, or if we want to talk about being liber-
ated, then that must be the state that comes about when all of plus, and all of minus have com-
pletely united, and one has as one’s very content so to speak the totality of plus and minus.    But
Buddhism also talks about the fact that when the plus, in other words the tatha-gata, the thus-go-
ing takes the initiative in action, then the minus follows along.    The plus is in an active role, the
minus is in so to speak a passive role.    Buddhism explains this rather inscrutable concept.

It is the nature of plus and minus that when they act they both act together, and when they
rest they both rest together.    So when the plus takes the initiative in activity minus immediately
also acts.    They act at the same time.    It’s exceedingly rapid.    It’s simultaneous.    They both act
simultaneously, but there is a distinction.    One can take the initiative, or be in the active role,
and the other can follow along, or be in the passive role.    Now, when I say that the active and
the passive arise exactly simultaneously this is not a mere concept, this is something that one
needs to actually directly experience in practice, then one will gain an understanding about this.
It’s not a concept, it’s a deep principle of things.

For example, if the male takes the initiative, then the female is in the following role.    In
other words the male is active, the female is passive.    But, of course, inevitably there arises the
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circumstance where the minus, the female takes the initiative, is in the active role.    And at that
time the male is in the passive role.    The male follows along the female.    So, when one takes
the initiative, when one is active the other immediately also becomes instantly activated, and fol-
lows along.    Their action is simultaneous.    And this is the fundamental principle.    They act to-
gether, and they rest together.    

Because you come from America, a country of democracy.    A country that has equality
of genders you should be able to understand this principle, that the two activities are equal.    But
here’s what I wonder, in your education in the tradition of democracy is it clearly taught that
when the plus takes the initiative, when the plus is active the minus is passive, but they are both
acting, and when the minus takes the active role the plus acts in a passive way.    Is that taught?
So it is a very good thing to proclaim the equality of the genders, but in one’s philosophy, in
one’s way of learning about this it’s very important to realize that although they are absolutely
equal, yet there are role reversals.    When one acts in an active way the other acts in a passive
way.    (If this kind of understanding is not present then men and women both will become tyran-
nical.)    So, within same-ness, within equality, within oneness there is also distinction, there is
also difference.    Within democracy one has to realize that there is also anti-democracy.

Inevitably a self arises, and inevitably that self disappears.    But according to Tathagata
Zen unless we realize that self sometimes manifests in an active role, and sometimes manifests in
a passive role, then we will always be confused.    So, through our zazen we seek to fathom the
nature of the self.    What is the self?    What should the self be?    

Yesterday I talked about the activity of the source.    What the activity of the source is, is
an alternating, a cycling back and forth between the plus and the minus uniting, and the plus and
the minus polarizing, that is to say, coming in to a state of contrast or a distinction.    This activity
takes place without the tiniest will or desire.    It’s an absolutely spontaneous process.    

According to the interpretation of Tathagata Zen this effortless uniting and polarizing of
the source, this effortless and thoughtless activity is what is meant by the word avidya, or igno-
rance.    Now this ignorance that Tathagata Zen talks about is quite different from the usual sense
of the word ignorance.    This avidya, this kind of ignorance is the ignorance of functioning with-
out will or desire, functioning without thought, therefore it is a gigantic ignorance.    It’s too big
to be called ignorance.    Look at the Buddhist scriptures, the Vidyana-vada scriptures, the Abhid-
harma-kosha,  the Faith in Mahayana scripture,  nowhere will  you find the understanding that
avidya or ignorance really refers to this will-less, effortless doing.    They just say it’s avidya, it’s
lack of knowledge, it’s stupidity.    We have amongst us scholars of Buddhism.    I tell you, you
won’t find in any dictionary the Zen interpretation of this word.    No matter where you look
you’ll never find avidya described in terms of being the effortless activity of the source which is
also of course referred to as shunyata, emptiness, that is to say zero.

Now, this emptiness, this zero, this activity that happens without will or desire is com-
plete because it is a complete activity, a complete doing.    If we want to speak of it in a personi-
fies way we can call it true love.    The reason that we human beings seek love so ardently is be-
cause we are incomplete, but when we do the activity of zero, when we do the activity of empti-
ness then there is no need to seek any thing.    So because we are incomplete we have to become
complete.    We have to experience this zero which is to say completely make both the plus and
the minus our content, both activities within.    The activity wherein plus completely makes mi-
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nus its content, and minus completely makes plus its content inevitably that activity happens.
That’s the state of the source.    That is the condition of true love.

So, from this will-less source how is it that a willful self arises?    A self that needs love?
How does a self which wonders how the self arises arise?    Because of modern science, because
of the development of biology and such, medicine, one should be able to answer the question ,
“How does a self arise?”      But according to Buddhism we can say that the scientist may under-
stand, but the average person simply parrots the words of the scientist.    They don’t have direct
experience of how a self is born so they can’t really believe it.    So, the scientist will claim, “This
is how it happens,”    (through doing their own research), but the lay person is in the position of
having to take it on faith.    But just taking something on faith can in no way be compared to ac-
tually researching it one’s self.      So Tathagata Zen makes very clear the distinction between
merely believing something and actually experiencing it.    

So, to have the question, “How is it that from the source that doesn’t need to think a
thinking self arises?”    How is it that from the source that acts without will a willful self arises.
To have this question is the beginning of Buddhism.

It is said that the ancient Indians several thousand years ago discovered what it called at-
man.    Atman means the self, but there is complete atman and incomplete atman.    Anyway I
don’t want to get into a whole discussion about atman, but the important thing to remember is
that the self can be complete, or incomplete.

And what forms atman?    It is breath.    Atman literally means breath;    in and out breath.
If you don’t breath for even five minutes you’ll die, you’ll kick the bucket.    So we could say that
this breath is the essence of one’s self.    And when atman was discovered in ancient India an en-
tire body of knowledge grew up around it.    

And when Buddhism came along Buddhism said that yes indeed, what is salvation is
manifesting the complete atman, and when we manifest incomplete atman then we are in the po-
sition of needing, seeking, love.    

So, that’s why in Zen we have the atman, or anna-panna, that is to say the in and out
breathing practice.    But this activity of breathing, it’s a difficult thing.    Because the anna-panna
practice, the anna-panna Zen recognizes from the beginning two oppositely directed, opposing
yet complimentary doings called in and out breath.    In point of fact there are a lot of different
kinds of breath Zen, a lot of different techniques of breathing mediating taught throughout Bud-
dhist literature starting with for example the systematic treatment in the Abhidharma-kosha.    In
the beginning because people are so to speak in kindergarten, one has to teach the kindergarten
way of doing anna-panna meditation.    And for elementary school there is an anna-panna medita-
tion appropriate for elementary school.    And likewise for the high school and university student.
But when one comes to understanding anna-panna Zen, in and out breath Zen in the ultimate
sense, that they are manifestations of the plus and the minus, then all of the previous kinds of
breath meditation that one may have practiced won’t do any good.    So in the end Tathagata Zen
teaches the activity of breath in terms of the effortless uniting and polarizing of the activity of the
source.

So we have to encourage this Tathagata Zen way of doing anna-panna.    And it’s hard!
All other forms of so called anna-panna Zen or breath meditation are based on acknowledging a
self.    But in Tathagata Zen we talk about in and out breath as the activity of ignorance.    The
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will-less, effortless cycle.    So in your sitting we ask you to experience this anna-panna Zen.
Now we are in actual practice.    You’re sitting in meditation, “rrrrrrr,” you breath out.    Now
when you’re breathing out at exactly the same time, simultaneous with that, although it is in the
passive role, you are also breathing in.    You are breathing in passively when you are breathing
out actively.      But I’m sure the average person would think, “That’s ridiculous!      When you
breath out you just breath out, how can you claim that you breath in while you’re breathing
out?!”    But the reason that they look at things that way is that they are fixating a self.    They’re
acknowledging a self.    When just the activity of out breath takes place the activity of in breath
takes place at the same time, and there is no self there.    It’s just the doing.    So, the reason a per-
son thinks that they only breath out when they breath out, and cannot see that they breath out and
in at the same time is because they are convinced that they are a thing called the self, and they’ve
never really investigated, they’ve just taken on face value that the self exists.

In point of fact if in breath did not take place with out breath, then “rrrrrrr” when you
breath out you’d just breath out endlessly.    Isn’t that true?    But your experience is that the out
breath inevitably comes to an end.    Why is that?    It shouldn’t have to end should it?    Why does
it end?    There’s this word future.    The out breath should be able to endlessly run to the future.
But it doesn’t it comes to a stopping point.    Why?    Why does it stop?    Because in contrast to
the plus activity the out breath, there is the minus activity, the opposing activity which connects
with it, which has an influence on it. 

In a single room the male and female act.    When the male expands the female contracts.
One expands, one contracts, inside the same space.    Inevitably though there is an end, they come
to an end to their activity of contrasting.    And when that natural limit point is reached won’t the
breath stop?    The reason the breathing stops is that these two opposite activities have reached
the end of their activity of opposing.    But can at the end of the out breathing or the end of the in
breathing there be an eternal stoppage.    You can understand this through your practice of zazen.

What it means for them to stop means that they have come to the end of the place where
they can move, where they can act.    The plus expands outward.    The minus contracts inward,
but they come to an end of a place where they can go. According to Tathagata Zen what happens
is that no sooner do they stop but that the plus begins to influence minus, the minus begins to in-
fluence plus, and so in fact they never actually stop.    When they come to their limit point they
both do an about face.    Minus now faces plus.    Plus now faces minus.    This is something I may
only have spoken of once before and I wanted to really describe to you how this anna-panna or
breathing Zen works, because after all I don’t know when I’m going to die, when I’m going to
disappear.    

Of course plus and minus have no conscious functioning so they don’t think, “I would
like to go home.”    But if we were to speak of them as though they could speak, as though they
could think, then minus is thinking, “I’m now standing in the source of plus,” and plus thinks,
“I’m now standing in the source of minus.”    This comes about do to their relationship of acting
oppositely.    So inevitably minus comes to do the activity of returning to the source of minus,
and plus comes to do the activity of returning to the source of plus.    Now of course as I just
mentioned this is just a personification of these two activities, the activities themselves are im-
personal.    They have no will or desire.    

So when plus starts from the source of plus and moves towards minus the way that plus
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does that is through expanding.    And analogously minus reaches the source of plus through con-
tracting.    So when it comes time to go home, plus for example can’t go home by doing the activ-
ity of plus.    Only by doing the minus activity, by doing the woman’s activity can the man return
to his original place.    The activity of contraction has reached the source of expansion through
contracting, but in order to go back to her source she can’t do that by the activity of minus, of
contraction, she has to do the man’s activity.    So, plus does the minus activity to get back home,
and minus does the plus activity to get back home.

So plus and minus act without fixating themselves.    Plus acts without fixating as plus.
Minus acts without fixating as minus.    And through this they are able to effortlessly vibrate back
and forth between a contrasted state and a merged state.    “I’m a man!”    “I’m a woman!”    If
one fixates in this way then according to Tathagata Zen there can be no world.    So the self is like
an apparition.    It is a phantom like thing.      

So, the in breathing is not attached to in breathing.    Inevitably it does out breathing.
And likewise the out breathing is not attached to out breathing, it does the opposite.    Also it does
in breathing.

So, the instant one does in breathing one has also started to breath out.    So it is the activ-
ity of the source for the two sides of the source to mutually arrive at each other’s source.    Now,
this alternating activity takes place in one space, in one room, therefore inevitably plus and mi-
nus will touch at the center of that room.    Ahhh!    It feels so good to touch!    But does it fixate
in that state?    No, they interpenetrate.    They break through each other and minus reaches the
source of plus, and plus reaches the source of minus.    So, although they inevitably touch, they
just as inevitably break through that touching, in other words they pass through each other, so
that they can at the same time mutually, both experience the totality of that space.

And according to Tathagata Zen because this activity is without a trace or will or desire,
the Buddha referred to it as avidya, not knowing.    A man may say I hate women, a woman might
say I hate men, but the fact is that inevitably they touch, they encounter.    And then they pass
through each other so that they can both experience the totality.    

But in the world of the source there is no good there is no evil.    In Buddhism we speak
of sin, we speak of bad karma, but in the activity of the source there is no bad karma.    Because it
is a state in which there is no need to think.    There’s no concept of good and evil because there
is no self in the source to think of good or evil.    No self has arisen yet in the sourcing state.    So
somebody doing anna-panna Zen, breathing Zen has to really understand clearly that no self
arises in that activity.

So then how is it that from the state of the source a self arises that thinks it exists.    When
you get to this Zen practice really gets interesting.    And you really get interested then in breath-
ing Zen.    I haven’t in the past spoke much in detail about how to do this breathing Zen, and peo-
ple have come to me and said, “Why don’t you explain in a tangible way so that we can under-
stand.”    So that’s why this time I really took my time, and went into it, and indeed there is still
more to talk about tomorrow. 
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